WE BELIEVE TALENT TRANSFORMS

Established in 1970, Caldwell is a leading retained executive search firm connecting clients with transformational talent. Together with IQTalent, we are a technology-powered, global talent acquisition firm specializing in recruitment at all levels and leveraging the latest innovations in AI. We have been assisting higher education clients for over 40 years, sourcing senior academic and administrative leaders for a range of institutions, including members of the Association of American Universities, Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Liberal Arts Colleges, and Academic Medical Centers. We offer deep experience working with committees, in-depth candidate research and sourcing, behavioral assessment tools, an inclusive outreach and assessment process, and in-depth referencing – all of which enables us to provide diverse lists of highly qualified candidates to serve our clients’ needs.
We have decades of experience identifying and attracting leaders to higher education institutions and academic medical centers. Our team operates with integrity, transparency, tenacity, dedication, and inclusivity. We work closely with committee chairs to agree upon the stakeholders with whom we will consult, as well as the committee structure and search schedule. We adapt our process to align with each client’s preferred approach. We understand that our role is to advise, facilitate, and support the search committee.

Committees make excellent decisions when they take the time to ensure that each committee member contributes by asking questions and offering perspectives. Committee members’ diverse views lead to well-considered decisions. We help committees ensure objectivity and inclusivity through such process steps as: preparing position profiles and advertising copy using unbiased language; focusing on qualifications and competencies when assessing backgrounds; providing objective assessment tools such as a key criteria evaluation matrix and assessment rubric; ensuring our long lists reflect multiple dimensions of diversity; and preparing standard sets of interview questions to facilitate a consistent evaluation process.

Our research-driven approach, extensive networks, inclusive outreach, candidate care, and dedication to exceeding our clients’ expectations ensures that each search is completed to the highest possible standard. Our NPS scores and repeat business tell the story.
TODAY’S HIGHER EDUCATION LANDSCAPE

The velocity of change across North America’s colleges, universities, and academic medical centers is not slowing down. Indeed, it will likely speed up. The prospect of student enrolment falling off a demographic cliff in some jurisdictions coincides with the retirements of a large swath of academic leaders. The reality of attracting both students and faculty while addressing changing expectations is already upon us. Institutions are challenged to respond to the prospect of reduced enrolment and income, even as public support for the very concept of higher education is declining.

Higher education institutions are places of opportunity, aspiration, and transformation. They are also facing challenges – to equity and inclusion efforts, to the promotion of research, and to academic freedom, to name a few. Academic medical centers are faced with flat federal funding and the impending reduction in grants. With reduced funding, academic medical centers have placed even more pressure on their clinical providers to generate revenue, creating an increased dependence on the clinical organization.

Political and economic pressures have the capacity to significantly alter our institutions. To successfully confront unaccustomed and evolving realities, colleges, universities, and academic medical centers need leaders who are ready and able to accept the challenge of creatively strengthening the academy to serve its students, faculty, and future. Only extraordinary leaders will do.
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OTHER VALUED MEMBERS
OF OUR TEAM INCLUDE:

- our in-house librarian / information specialist who supports our candidate identification and referencing activities

- our partners at IQTalent who support us in expanding the diversity of our candidate lists

- our project coordinators who provide administrative support, including document preparation and scheduling
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS AND CANDIDATES SAY ABOUT US

Members of the Higher Education team are proud to have won Caldwell awards for highest Net Promoter Score from clients and candidates, including having won the award for highest candidate score this past year.

“My experience with Heather Ring has been exceptional. Heather can be relied upon to deliver and never tries to limit what is expected of her. She is also highly intelligent, conscientious, and principled. These are excellent qualities in a search consultant. Heather makes an effort to really understand the needs of her client and does not take a ‘one size fits all’ approach. It is a pleasure to work with Heather and I look forward to the opportunity to do so again.”

~Head, University Secretariat

“I have never been more impressed with the professionalism and market acumen of an executive search firm. The search firms I have interacted with in the past, both as a client and candidate, seemed to recruit the commission. Virgil has consistently shown that the right values juxtaposed with integrity, confidentiality, and professionalism, remain the winning formula to connect amazing talent with amazing companies.”

~Placed Candidate

“Todd, thank you for volunteering the time to speak with our students yesterday. We appreciated you sharing your valuable advice and insightful analysis – the students gained a much greater understanding of their profile, behaviors, strengths, and how to work with a team of different skill sets and work styles. Thank you for sharing and inspiring our future leaders.”

~Senior Advisor/Chief of Staff to University Chancellor

“An all-around great experience and EDI embedded in approach.”

~Placed Candidate

“Kristin and her team were fantastic. Kristin knows her client culture and needs very well, then she got to know me over time and was able to pair me to her client not just in a skills match, but also in a culture match. She and her team kept me appropriately informed through the process and provided solid feedback.”

~Placed Candidate

“Liz supported us with the search for a Chief Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Officer. She provided excellent customer service, demonstrated clear understanding of the role, and presented a wonderful selection of candidates. Ten out of ten!”

~Placed Candidate

“Your suggestions include potential candidates from underrepresented groups?” This approach prompts excellent leads, and continuously expands our networks within equity-deserving communities. We also have installed a database through which we are able to invite individuals to self-identify as members of underrepresented groups.

We have been consciously building diversity into our long lists for many years. Our aim is to present long lists that reflect multiple dimensions of diversity. We have developed trusted relationships with sources who assist us in ensuring we reach out to potential candidates across many diverse communities. We ask our sources to recommend potential candidates, and we follow that with a second question: ‘Do your suggestions include potential candidates from underrepresented groups?’ This approach prompts excellent leads, and continuously expands our networks within equity-deserving communities. We also have installed a database through which we are able to invite individuals to self-identify as members of underrepresented groups.

We have prepared a document, entitled Considerations for an Inclusive Search Process, that identifies practices we recommend our clients embed throughout their search processes to reduce implicit bias.
AS A LEADING PROVIDER OF EXECUTIVE TALENT, WE ENABLE OUR CLIENTS TO THRIVE
AND SUCCEED BY HELPING THEM IDENTIFY, RECRUIT AND RETAIN THE BEST PEOPLE

Our reputation – over 50 years in the making – is built on transformative searches across functions and geographies at the very highest levels of management and operations.

We have an elite team of dedicated experts working across offices, competencies and geographies to find the best and brightest in the field. We serve as consultants to our clients on all matters pertaining to human capital needs, including succession planning, compensation assessment, recruitment strategies and competitive analyses.

At its root, our business is about people – specifically, our ability to connect our clients with the right talent for their organization. We do this by using our expert knowledge, experience, training and process to identify, assess and attract the best candidates in a way that benefits the reputation of our clients and our profession.

These words are more than a sales pitch, they are tested and true. We track our client and candidate satisfaction using Net Promoter® Score methodology, and our scores are comparable to some of the world’s most respected brands.

FOCUSED ON EXCELLENCE

Caldwell is committed to customer relationship excellence and continuous improvement in service delivery. In order to properly assess our value to our clients and candidates, we send out a short survey at the completion of each search. Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a survey tool developed by Bain and is widely used by some of the world’s most admired brands.

The responses give us feedback from our clients and candidates on each search, enabling us to get a clear measure of performance through the client/candidate’s eyes. Our clients confidently recommend us to their colleagues as trusted partners in search. Caldwell has industry-leading Net Promoter Score results, and scores better than many of the most respected global brands. This past year, our firm-wide Client NPS Score is 98 (the consulting industry average score is 67).

OUR SEARCH PROCESS: FOCUSED ON EXECUTION

PROJECT LAUNCH
Consult with committee and key stakeholders
Thoroughly understand mission and strategic goals
Finalize mandate, performance expectations and candidate criteria
Finalize position specification
Establish process including confidentiality and diversity considerations
Create job target based on position profile
Grant PI software access
Administer job assessment to stakeholders

SEARCH STRATEGY
Promote the opportunity using bias-free language
Identify target organizations
Investigative research, including focused database search
Recongice job assessment
Sourcing

OUTREACH
Source and recruit prospective candidates
Diversity lens on all aspects of the process
Initial Caldwell interviews
Ongoing recruiting
Ensure candidate self-identification opportunities
Review longlist with client
Assist as needed

ASSESSMENT
Unconscious bias review for committee members
Regular reporting
Assess and review behavioral alignment to role
Determine shortlist and finalize interview slate
Initial client interviews – interview script and candidate assessment matrix, rubric
Electronic voting on criteria, debrief discussion, and selection of finalists
Assessment discussion and ranking of candidates
Generate custom interview guides
Second interviews

SELECTION
Select finalists
Provide team / relationship insights
Finalists to be interviewed by key stakeholders
Final selection
Reference checks

TRANSITION
Job offer and negotiation
Candidate acceptance
Planning and announcements
Generate 360° team / relationship insights
Onboarding, development and coaching guides
Insights on 50 additional employees
Ongoing follow-up

- - Our involvement only
- - Your involvement with us
- - Caldwell Analytics involvement (optional)
# Seemless Talent Acquisition

**Caldwell Analytics** leverages highly respected, results-driven assessments to align talent, the team, team dynamics and business strategies, driving better results.

**Caldwell** recruits transformative executives at the board, CEO and senior leadership levels. This full-service high-touch solution is delivered by some of the most experienced professionals in the industry.

**Caldwell Advance** is a fully integrated recruitment model that delivers the seamless, quality execution our clients have come to expect from our search process, but at the advancing leader level.

**Talent Optimization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell Analytics</td>
<td>Leverages highly respected, results-driven assessments to align talent, the team, team dynamics and business strategies</td>
<td>All levels</td>
<td>Mid-Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell Executive Search</td>
<td>Recruits transformative executives at the board, CEO and senior leadership levels</td>
<td>$200K+</td>
<td>Executive &amp; Board Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell Retained Professional Search</td>
<td>Is a fully integrated recruitment model that delivers the seamless, quality execution our clients have come to expect from our search process, but at the advancing leader level</td>
<td>$100K-$200K</td>
<td>All Hiring Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell IQTalent</td>
<td>Provides full-cycle professional level recruitment services in a scalable and adaptable on-demand format</td>
<td>$75K-$200K</td>
<td>All levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Caldwell Analytics**

**Organizations Are Driven By People: Solve Them With Talent Optimization**

Unleash the power of your people by understanding what truly drives them. Caldwell Analytics leverages highly respected, results-driven assessments to align talent and organizational strategies.

**Understand Your People**

Building better working relationships requires an understanding of the interplay between different behavioral drives. With the Relationship Guide, it’s easy to see how two people’s strengths combine and where they may need some guidance.

**Enable High-Performing Teams**

Organizations can understand how each member of a team communicates, makes decisions, and executes their work. Discover emerging patterns in the makeup of teams to optimize communication and execute for performance.

**Build Better Managers**

Leverage the Manager Development Chart to help your managers understand their strengths, caution areas, and tips for improving. Then use the Management Strategy Guide to custom-tailor their management styles for each of their direct reports’ behavioral drives and needs to build strong reporting relationships.
THE CALDWELL INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP APPROACH

The Caldwell Inclusive Leadership Approach is designed to address inclusion in our overall search process and candidate slates and respond to client desires to enhance diversity in their organizations.

1. Our goal is to always deliver a robust, diverse slate of candidates, **and our average diversity placement rate is approximately 50%** (and is higher in a number of our practice areas). If we are unable to deliver a diverse candidate slate we will give concrete explanations as to why.

2. We can include **DEI competency questions in the interview process** to assess candidates’ skills related to developing diverse talent, fostering an inclusive workplace environment and expanding engagement with diverse communities. This assessment can organically lead to a candidate slate including, but not exclusively limited to, candidates who reflect the client’s diversity focus areas.

3. For clients with an even more focused desire to cultivate higher levels of diversity in their executive ranks, we can offer **Diversify, powered by IQTalent** to augment our standalone search efforts. This added service leverages the most advanced search technology and full-time experienced researchers to access over 300 million professionals and surface hard-to-find candidates from underrepresented groups. The results are then added into our overall talent pool for further review against the competency requirements of your unique engagement.

4. We have a real sense of **accountability for our goals and results**. We have launched a diversity metrics dashboard that tracks our firm-wide diversity results and enables us to update clients on our success in achieving their diversity goals on each individual search.

OFFICES AND PARTNERS AROUND THE WORLD

Transform your institution’s leadership with our expertise. Backed by over 1000 successful placements in higher education and consistently named one of North America’s Top Academic Executive Recruiters by Hunt Scanlon Media, our seasoned higher education team offers unparalleled dedication and extensive networks.

Partner with us to access diverse, high-caliber candidates aligned with your institution’s vision.